
 
 
 
 
Walsall Area CTC Code of Conduct 
 
1) It is vitally important that having completed their first three rides with us that 
riders then become members of Cycling UK either as a full or affliated 
member. This is to ensure that in the event of a claim against the group or 
individual members that third party insurance is valid. All leaders must be 
members of Cycling UK. 
 
2) Safety and consideration is a priority to companions and other road users 
at all times 
 
3) Calls of advice / instruction from the front or rear must be passed on 
 
4) Every member is responsible for other members behind them. Should a 
group be turning off the obvious route, stragglers must be waited for. 
 
5) Overtaking must be carried out with great care: never on the left, on a bend 
or on the brow of a hill. 
 
6) The leader of the ride is in sole charge. Passing the leader can be 
disruptive, hazardous and should only be done with extreme caution.  
Anyone leaving the group must inform the ride leader. 
 
7) If the ride leader divides the group into smaller groups it is in the interest of 
safety to remain with that group and do not ‘gap jump’ to another group. 
 
8) New and inexperienced riders should not attend A or B rides 
 
9) When ‘thinning / singling out’, the rider on the outside should move in 
behind the rider on the inside. 
 
10) Cars should never be called through except on the authority of the ride 
leader. 
 
Walsall Area CTC do not accept responsibility for any loss, damage or injury 
incurred during a Walsall Area CTC event. Rides will go ahead weather 
permitting, it is the riders responsibility to decide whether the conditions are 
safe for them to ride and not the responsibility of the leader or of Walsall Area 
CTC. 
 
 

 


